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Direct demand modeling is a useful tool to estimate the demand of urban rail transit stations and to determine factors that
significantly influence such demand. *e construction of a direct demand model involves determination of the catchment area.
Although there have been many methods to determine the catchment area, the choice of those methods is very arbitrary. Different
methods will lead to different results and their effects on the results are still not clear.*is paper intends to investigate this issue by
focusing on three aspects related to the catchment area: size of the catchment area, processing methods of the overlapping areas,
and whether to apply the distance decay function on the catchment area. Five catchment areas are defined by drawing buffers
around each station with radius distance ranging from 300 to 1500 meters with the interval of 300 meters. *ree methods to
process the overlapping areas are tested, which are the näıve method, *iessen polygon, and equal division. *e effect of distance
decay is considered by applying lower weight to the outer catchment area. Data from five cities in the United States are analyzed.
Built environment characteristics within the catchment area are extracted as explanatory variables. Annual average weekday
ridership of each station is used as the response variable. To further analyze the effect of regression models on the results, three
commonly used models, including the linear regression, log-linear regression, and negative binomial regression models, are
applied to examine which type of catchment area yields the highest goodness-of-fit. We find that the ideal buffer sizes vary among
cities, and different buffer sizes do not have a great impact on the model’s goodness-of-fit and prediction accuracy. When the
catchment areas are heavily overlapping, dividing the overlapping area by the number of times of overlapping can improve model
results.*e application of distance decay function could barely improve the model results.*e goodness-of-fit of the three models
is comparable, though the log-linear regression model has the highest prediction accuracy. *is study could provide useful
references for researchers and planners on how to select catchment areas when constructing direct demand models for urban rail
transit stations.

1. Introduction

Transit-oriented development (TOD) plays a pivotal role in
urban planning. TOD refers to a planning and design
method that maximizes the use of public transportation for
both residential and commercial areas. For example, a
customized urban center with a radius of 400–800 meters
can be built to integrate commerce, education, culture,
employment, and residence facilities adjacent to the public
transportation stations. In TOD planning, an important

component is to establish an accurate and reliable direct
ridership model to facilitate transportation operators to
formulate urban rail transit operation strategies and assist
urban planners to design more efficient and convenient
urban and transportation plans.

In direct ridership models, land use characteristics
within the catchment area are indispensable. A crucial
question in building a ridership model is the choice of an
appropriate size for catchment area. Some previous studies
used 800 meters as the radius of the circular buffer to predict
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the ridership at the transit station level [1, 2]. Others set up
direct ridership models with 500 meters as the buffer radius.
In addition, many introduce the concept of a half-mile
walking distance as the radius of the catchment area [3, 4].
Cervero [5] studied the commuting options of people living
within 0.5 and 3miles of the San Francisco Bay Area with the
results showing that people who work near transit stations
are more likely to live within 0.5 miles of urban rail transit
stations and use public transit to commute. He also studied
the factors affecting travel demand based on a total of 261
light rail stations in the United States and Canada [6]. He
suggested that both population and employment densities
within 0.5 miles of the station positively correlate with daily
transit ridership. Pan et al. [7] created buffer areas of 500
meters, 1000 meters, and 2000 meters to model Shanghai
subway ridership and found similar results. *ere is a wealth
of studies on direct ridership modeling which use different
radius distances for the catchment area, and it appears that
the choice criteria of buffers have not yet reached a
consensus.

*e task of determining an appropriate size for catch-
ment area is not limited to choosing the radius of the
catchment area but includes how to apply the catchment
area. Many studies directly used the circular catchment area
to obtain values of influencing variables within the catch-
ment area after determining the radius [7–9]. *e circular
catchment area does nothing with the overlap area, we
regard it as the first method.*emost common and straight-
forward approach to generate the circular area is by using the
ArcGIS software. However, in cities with dense stations,
there will be excessive overlaps between the catchment areas,
with some areas being repeatedly counted, which may im-
pose a negative impact on the results. *erefore, some
studies employed the *iessen polygons to tackle the
overlapping areas by assigning the closets points of a station
to a polygon around that station [1, 10–12]. In our study,
*iessen polygon is the second method to deal with the
overlapping catchment area. Yet, the *iessen polygon
method has its limitations. For example, it does not perform
well for densely urbanized areas where the short distances
among stations may generate clusters of small polygons,
which lead to potential calculation inaccuracy of variable
values. To overcome the overlapping issue, we propose to
improve the circular buffer area method by dividing the
overlapping area by the number of times of overlapping. So,
we take the approach of dividing the overlap area equally as
the third method to process the coverage overlap area.
Besides the treatment of the overlapping area, some scholars
used the distance decay method to represent the fact that the
attraction of an urban rail transit station decreases as the
distance to the station increases [13, 14]. In distance decay
approach, the weights of variables change with the distance.
Some different weighting methods of distance decay have
appeared one after another, and we will compare two dis-
tance decay methods with different weighing methods.

Once the catchment area has been determined and
properly represented, the next task is to establish the direct
ridership models. Regarding the regression models in
transportation demand research, most studies in recent

years used ordinary multiple linear regression techniques
[2, 4, 15]. In this line of studies, there are also some attempts
to apply logarithmic transformation on the dependent
variable to form a log-linear regression model [16]. Last,
some papers adopt the use of negative binomial regression
models [9, 17, 18].

In light of this gap in the literature, our paper establishes
direct ridership models for five cities in the United States,
aiming to answer the following four questions. (1)What is an
appropriate size of the catchment area? (2) Among the three
methods to process the overlap of catchment area, i.e., the
naı̈ve implementation (ordinary circle), combining circle,
and*iessen polygon into new catchment area, and dividing
the overlap of the circular buffer area equally into adjacent
circles, which method performs the best? (3) Which
weighting method is better when using the distance decay
approach? (4) Which model performs better among linear
regression, log-linear regression, and negative binomial
regression techniques? To avoid drawing biased conclusion
from one city, we included five different cities in the U.S. to
obtain more generalizable findings.

*is paper consists of five parts. Section 1 reviews the
existing literature in the following aspects: influencing
factors of transit ridership, buffer radius selection, coverage
overlapping area treatment methods, and model selection.
Section 2 describes the research objectives and data sources.
Section 3 presents the main research design and method-
ology, including the treatment of the overlapping area of a
catchment area, model treatment, and two simplified
weighting methods. Section 4 discusses the model results,
interpretation, and analysis. Section 5 concludes our study
findings.

2. Literature Review

Understanding the influencing factors of transit ridership
has been a recent research focus. In general, the influencing
factors can be divided into the following three categories:
socioeconomic, land use, and traffic attributes. Former
studies show that socioeconomic characteristics such as
population and employment are positively correlated with
transit ridership [4, 17, 19–21]. Land use characteristics
include but are not limited to 3Ds, land use density, design,
diversity, and mixed land use levels [22–26]. Scholars found
land use density and diversity have a positive impact on
ridership [21]. *e traffic attributes and station character-
istics are such as bus routes, road density, and accessibility;
station types may also have significant influence on transit
demand [2, 27–30]. Some authors found road density is
positively related to ridership; they also noted that transfer
station and terminal station increased ridership [2, 8].

In the studies of land use and transportation demand,
land use variables are usually measured on the basis of
arbitrarily defined areas, and various methods for defining
catchment areas lead to distinct results. Ruiz-Pérez and
Seguı́-Pons [31] compared the effect of four different geo-
graphical spatial units (neighborhood, census section, ca-
dastral block, and 400× 400m mesh) on bus service level
analysis. Results showed that different zones led to
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significant differences of the service level and combining
zonings of different sizes simultaneously was recommended.
Guerra et al. [15] studied 6 buffer bands with increments of
0.25 mile from 0.25 mile to 1.5 mile and concluded that
different catchment areas have little influence on a model’s
predictive power. After analyzing the data of 1,449 rail
transit stations in 21 cities in the United States, Jun et al. [21]
studied the land use characteristics of the Seoul metropolitan
area and the impact of land use characteristics on station-
level ridership with different buffer bands for the buffer area
of 300 meters, 300–600 meters, and 600–900 meters. *eir
results show that the impact of population density and
mixed land use on ridership is only significant at the 300
meters and 300–600 meters buffer band levels, recom-
mending that a compact urban pedestrian catchment area
like Seoul should be defined using a radius of 600 meters.
Mitra and Buliung [32] established 4 buffer areas at different
scales (250 meters, 400 meters, 800 meters, and 1000 meters)
around children’s homes and schools, measured the effects
of the built environment characteristics in 4 different scales,
and found that the goodness-of-fits of the four models do
not exhibit much different though as the distance increases,
the model fits slightly worse. In addition, the magnitudes of
effects of the individual built environment characteristics are
inconsistent with different scale buffers. Relying on survey
data, Li et al. [9] identified seven buffer zones of 50 meters,
100meters, 200meters, 400meters, 800 meters, 1200meters,
and 1600 meters and established a regression model on
resident’s travel behavior. As can be seen from these studies,
no conclusion has been drawn with respect to the size of the
catchment area and the effect of the size of the catchment
area on the modeling results is still not clear.

*e handling of the buffers can significantly affect the
results and should be treated with caution. When processing
the buffer zone, most articles adopt a naı̈ve circular buffer
method, which means that the issue of overlapping areas of
station coverage is simply ignored [8, 9, 19, 21, 28, 33–35].
Still, there are some other methods. For example, Li et al.
[22] used *iessen polygons to deal with the overlapping
issue with the 800 meters circular buffer. When Sun et al.
[12] divided the multilevel water catchment area, the radius
of the pedestrian and traffic area was determined by the
residents’ travel survey, and the division of the potential
catchment area was determined by the *iessen polygon.
Gutiérrez et al. [13] generated *iessen polygons to spe-
cifically divide service areas based on multiple circular bands
in order to consider competition between stations. *e
cropped area used by Guerra et al. [15] is similar to the buffer
area generated by *iessen polygon. Kuby et al. [4] used a
grid-based connection on-off network method to improve
the standard buffer delimitation method of ArcGIS to re-
definemore accurate service area.*e equal division method
adopted in this article is not covered by the previous studies,
and its merits and limitations are not compared to other
buffer delimitation methods. Considering that the Euclidean
buffers may overlap, Corazza and Favaretto [36] used the
network buffers which were determined based on polygons
covering all the edges that are within 400-meter area of the
stop.

Distance to the station is another important consider-
ation in the model. Some studies found that the probability
of passengers choosing a station is related to the distance to
the station. Untermann found that most people are willing to
walk up to 500 feet (152.4meters), 40% are willing to walk
1,000 feet (304.8meters), but only 10% are willing to walk up
to 1 mile [37]. *is uncertainty of distance inspires inno-
vations in methodology such as the distance decay method.
Gutiérrez et al. [13] combined the distance decay function
with the multiple regression analysis to establish a rapid
response passenger prediction model using different dis-
tance thresholds to improve the model results (3.4% on the
800m threshold). Yet, the distance decay method is not
without its limitations. *e studies considering distance
decay only infer conclusions based on their own results
without comparing their results with other weighting scales
or verifying their results using data of other cities.

Model improvement techniques on this topic have been
developed and applied over the recent years. In most pre-
vious studies, linear regression is frequently used
[2, 4, 7, 11, 12, 15, 28, 38]. However, skewed distribution of
the dependent variables can be an issue for the linear re-
gression approach. To solve this, logarithmic transformation
of dependent variables can be applied [16]. Concerning
overdispersed data, some chose negative binomial regression
to reduce standard errors [9, 17, 18]. For example,
*ompson et al. [17] used a negative binomial regression
model to study factors affecting transit ridership in Florida
and found that some variables such as population, total
household income, and total employment can explain rise in
bus ridership.

In summary, although the existing studies have analyzed
the impact of the built environment on ridership from many
aspects, the effects of the size of the catchment area, pro-
cessing methods of the overlapping area, whether to con-
sider distance decay and model selection on the results are
still not clear. *is article tries to study those effects by
analyzing the urban rail transit ridership data from five
American cities.

3. Methods

3.1. Study Area. We chose five American urban rail transit
systems for our analysis (i.e., New York, Chicago, Phila-
delphia, Boston, and San Francisco Bay Area) as these urban
rail transit systems are well developed and serve a large
metropolitan population. *e spatial analysis unit is census
block groups (CBG). Among these cities, New York has the
largest urban rail transit system with a total of 36 lines and
472 stations. Its urban rail transit system also has the longest
history among the five systems. *e rail transit systems of
Chicago, Philadelphia, and Boston have similar number of
stations, more than 100. *e Bay Area Rapid Transit system
has 50 stations. *e urban rail transit systems of New York
and Chicago are shown in Figure 1 as examples.

*e buffer areas defined in this paper are circular buffer
areas with radii of 300 meters, 600 meters, 900 meters, 1200
meters, and 1500 meters. On this basis, bands of 300–600
meters, 600–900 meters, 900–1200 meters, and 1200–1500
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meters were developed as inputs for the distance decay
function.*e distribution of the urban rail transit stations in
the five cities is different: for example, the urban rail transit
stations in San Francisco Bay Area are relatively scattered,
and the overlapping buffer area is small. In contrast, urban
rail transit stations in New York are denser and therefore
there is much higher overlapping buffer area (Figure 2).

3.2. Transit Ridership Data. *e dependent variable of our
study is the average weekday ridership of the five urban rail
transit systems in 2010. *e year of 2010 is selected because
the values of built environment variables of 2010 are very
accurate. We obtained ridership data from the New York
City Transit Authority (MTA), the Chicago Transit Au-
thority (CTA), the Massachusetts Bay Transportation Au-
thority (MBTA), Southeastern Pennsylvania Transportation
Authority (SEPTA), Port Authority Transit Corporation
(PATCO), and the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART),
respectively.

To facilitate model selection, we plot histograms of
ridership and logarithmic transformed ridership for each
city, as shown in Figure 3. It can be seen that New York has
the highest ridership. *e ridership of all cities is skewed to
the right. After performing the logarithmic transformation

on the ridership, their distributions are closer to the normal
distribution. *rough Figure 3, we noticed that the distri-
bution of ridership in Philadelphia is more uneven: in most
days the ridership is below 5000 passengers, with only a few
days exceeding this value.

3.3. Independent Variables. Based on the literature review,
we selected 18 built environment variables as our inde-
pendent variables. *ese variables include socioeconomic
variables, built environment variables, and station charac-
teristic variables. Table 1 presents the description of these
independent variables. *e socioeconomic variables are
population, employment, proportion of households with
one car or less, proportion of low-income family, and so on.
Such variables are drawn from the Smart Location Database
(SLD) dataset. *e built environment variables include the
density of the road network, the distance from the station to
the Central Business District (CBD), the number of bus
stations within the service area of the station, and the
number of bus lines within a 200 meters buffer around the
station.*e station attribute variables include the number of
subway lines available at the station, and two dummy
variables that indicate whether the station is a transfer
station or a terminal station, respectively.

New york urban rail transit system 
Station
Urban rail transit line

N

(a)

Chicago urban rail transit system 
Station
Urban rail transit line

N

(b)

Figure 1: *e urban rail transit systems of New York and Chicago.
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3.4. Processing Method of Overlapping Area of Station Service
Coverage. When we draw circular buffers around stations,
there could be overlaps between the station buffers if the
stations are close to each other (Figure 4). We compare
several methods to deal with the overlapping problem here.

3.4.1. Naı̈ve Method. *is method ignores this issue and the
overlapping areas will be counted multiple times when
calculating values of the variables for each buffer. For ex-
ample, if three buffers intersect in some area, this over-
lapping area will be counted into all of these three buffers,
which means it will be calculated 3 times. As a result, some
variables such as population, employment, housing, density
of residents, and number of bus stops are repeatedly
counted.

3.4.2. 1iessen Polygon. *iessen polygons are also called
Voronoi diagrams or Voronoi polygons. It is one of the basic
methods to analyze neighborhood in proximity. *iessen
polygons are used to describe the areas of influence of
sample points. For any point in a *iessen polygon, its
distance to the sample point in the polygon is less than its
distance to any other sample point. An example of *iessen
polygons based on some stations in Chicago is shown in
Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b).

*e specific steps are as follows. First, create circular
buffer areas and *iessen polygons around stations, re-
spectively. Second, use the intersection tool in ArcGIS to
intersect the *iessen polygons with the circular buffer. As

we can see in Figure 6(a), it is the boundaries of the*iessen
polygons that cut the overlapping areas of the circular
buffers. Finally, we use the fusion function in the data
management tool in ArcGIS to form the new catchment area
(Figure 6(b)).*e advantage of using*iessen polygons here
is that it can handle overlapping areas between buffers to
avoid overlapping areas from being double counted.

3.4.3. Equal Division. Equal division method divides the
overlapping area by the number of overlapping buffers and
applies the division result as a weight to calculate the value of
variables. For example, if three buffer areas overlap, the
values of some variables such as population, employment,
the number of bus stops within the overlapping areas are
divided by three and assigned to each buffer area. We use
python to implement the aforementioned procedures.

3.5. 1e Distance Decay Function on Buffer Bands. *e
theoretical basis of the distance decay function is Tobler’s
First Law of Geography, which indicated that sample points
that are closer have greater impact on the results than the
points that are far away. Previous studies found that when
the walking distance of potential users increases, the public
transport usage decreases [39]. *e effect of distance is
converted into the weight in the mathematical model. By
applying weight to explanatory variables that are within
different buffer band, a distance decay weighted regression
model is established.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Overlapping buffer area of some stations in the Bay Area (a) and New York (b).
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*e buffer bands used in this article are within 300
meters, 300–600 meters, 600–900 meters, 900–1200 meters,
and 1200–1500 meters. *e weights of these buffer bands are
determined based on the distance.

Gutiérrez et al. [13] used a linear distance decay function
to perform a weighted regression. We adopt that linear
distance decay function and apply the weight of 0.5, 0.4, 0.3,
0.2, 0.1 to the buffer bands of within 300 meters, 300–600
meters, 600–900 meters, 900–1200 meters, and 1200–1500
meters, respectively.

Manout et al. [39] calibrated the distance decay function
using the data of the Paris family travel survey. We also

adopt this nonlinear distance decay function and apply 0.8,
0.3, 0.1, 0, and 0 to the buffer bands of within 300 meters,
300–600 meters, 600–900 meters, 900–1200 meters, and
1200–1500 meters, respectively. *e two weighting methods
are shown in Table 2.

4. Model Description

4.1. Multiple Linear Regression. Multiple linear regression is
a commonly used regression model [40, 41]. In this article,
we employ the multiple linear regression to evaluate the
impact of multiple independent variables on station-level
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Figure 3: *e histograms of ridership distribution of five selected urban rail transit systems.
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ridership. *e parameters in linear regression model are
determined by minimizing the sum of squared errors. *e
function of multiple linear regression is as follows:

yi � β0 + β1xi1 + · · · + βkxik + εi , i � 1, 2, . . . , n, (1)

where yi represents the dependent variable in the model,
which is the average annual weekday ridership of an urban
rail transit station. β1, β2, . . . , βk are the regression coeffi-
cients. For example βk represents the average change of the
dependent variable for each additional unit of xik while
keeping other variables constant.

4.2. Log-Linear Regression. Figure 3 shows that the ridership
of the five cities is skewed to the right. As a result, the natural
logarithmic transformation of the dependent variable is
performed and the transformed variable follows the normal
distribution approximately. *e function of the log-linear
regression is as follows:

log yi(  � β0 + β1xi1 + · · · + βkxik + εi, i � 1, 2, . . . , n.

(2)

*e interpretation is similar to that of the multiple linear
regression. *e only difference is that in the log-linear re-
gression model, each additional unit of xik will make the
dependent variable increase by eβk times.

4.3.NegativeBinomialRegression. *e dependent variable in
this study, ridership, is a count variable. *e negative bi-
nomial regression model is commonly used to analyze count
variable. In addition, it can be observed from the histogram
that the ridership is skewed to the right, which satisfies the
assumption of the negative binomial regression that the
mean is greater than the variance. *e function of the
negative binomial regression model is shown below:

μi � e
β0+β1x1i+···+βmxmi . (3)

Among them, β1, β2, . . . , βm are the regression coeffi-
cients and x1i, x2i, . . . , xmi are the independent variables.

5. Results

By applying the methods and models mentioned in the
previous sections, we got the final result. We used three
indicators to evaluate the goodness-of-fit of the models:
adjusted R2, mean absolute percentage error (MAPE), and
Akaike information criterion (AIC).

Adjusted R2 means degree-of-freedom adjusted coeffi-
cient of determination. In the model results, higher adjusted
R2 indicates better goodness-of-fit. *e function of adjusted
R2 is shown below:

AdjustedR
2

� 1 −
SSR(n − p − 1)

SST(n − 1)
. (4)

Figure 4: Overlapping area of station service coverage.

Table 1: *e description of independent variables.

Variables Description
Socioeconomic variables
HU Number of housing units
POP Population
EMP Number of employments
HH Number of households (occupied housing units)
AUT Percentage of households with zero or one automobile
WORKER Number of workers
RLOW Percentage of workers earning $1250/month or less who live in the CBG
ELOW Percentage of workers earning $1250/month or less who work in the CBG
Built environment variables
GRD Gross residential density (housing units/acre) on unprotected land
GPD Gross population density (people/acre) on unprotected land
GED Gross employment density (jobs/acre) on unprotected land
ROAD Total road network density
DIST Euclidean distance from transit stop to CBD (meters)
BS Number of bus stops within the station service coverage
BR Number of bus routes within 200meters buffer of the station
Station characteristic variables
LN Number of urban rail transit lines at the station
TRANS If it is a transfer station, coded as 1, otherwise as 0
TERM If it is a terminal station, coded as 1, otherwise as 0

Journal of Advanced Transportation 7



(a) (b)

Figure 6: Intersection of circular buffer and *iessen polygons (a) and new catchment area (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Chicago transit stations (a) and *iessen polygons (b).
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In (4), SSR is the sum of squares of the errors. SST is total
sum of squares, which is the sum of squares of the difference
between the observed value and the mean.

*e formula to calculate the MAPE is as follows:

MAPE � 
n

i�1

yi − yi

yi





100%
n

, (5)

where yi is the predicted value of the dependent variable and
yi is the observed value. In the model results, smaller MAPE
indicates better model prediction. Its value can be calculated
directly with the forecast package in R. For log-linear re-
gression, we need to convert the log transformed variable
dependent to the original dependent variable to calculate the
true MAPE.

AIC is another measure to evaluate the goodness-of-fit of
statistical models. Smaller AIC value indicates better
goodness-of-fit. *e AIC value is calculated by the following
function:

AIC � −2 ln(L) + 2k, (6)

where k is the number of variables in the model and L is the
likelihood function.

Due to the limitation of space, we only illustrate the
results of the regression models for the *iessen polygon
with 900meters radius circle buffer of New York city here, as
in Table 3. All the three regression models fit the data well.

It can be observed from Table 3 that population and
employment are significant variables that are positively
correlated with ridership. In addition, the number of bus
lines and the number of urban rail transit lines, whether it is
a transfer station or it is a terminal station, are all positively
correlated with ridership in the three models. *e distance
between the station and the CBD is negatively correlated
with ridership in the three models, which shows that as the
distance increases, people’s intention to choose the urban
rail transit decreases.

5.1. Comparison of Five Catchment Areas. To explore the
most suitable buffer size, we compare the model results of
using five different catchment areas.

*e adjusted R2 of stepwise linear regression and the AIC
of negative binomial regression for different buffer sizes are
shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively. It can be seen
that the goodness-of-fits of models using different buffer
sizes are very similar. From Figure 7, we can see that for
Chicago and Boston, the buffer of 900 meters performs the
best. For New York and Philadelphia, the buffer of 600
meters performs the best. For the Bay Area, the buffer of
1500 meters is the most suitable.*erefore, the most suitable
buffer size is different for different cities. We also notice that
the difference in goodness-of-fit among various buffer sizes

is not much. As a result, researchers could use the handiest
buffer size when estimating the station level ridership, which
is consistent with the result of Guerra et al.’s study [15].

5.2. Comparison of 1ree Processing Methods of Overlapping
Area. We take buffer sizes of 300 meters, 900 meters, and
1500 meters as examples to show the ratio of overlapping
area to total buffer area (Table 4). It can be seen that, as the
buffer size increases, the overlapping ratio increases suffi-
ciently, especially for Chicago, New York, and Boston.

*e goodness-of-fits of the linear regression model with
the three buffer processing methods are shown in Figure 8.
In Figure 9, the naive method that does not deal with the
overlapping area is represented as type 1, the *iessen
polygon method is represented as type 2, and the equal
division method is represented as type 3.

From Figure 9, we can see from the adjusted R2 of
Chicago, New York, and Boston that the equal division
method has better goodness-of-fit than the*iessen polygon
method and the naive method. From Table 4, we can see that
the stations in these three cities are densely distributed and
the overlap ratio is high. Due to the scattered distribution of
stations in the San Francisco Bay Area, the overlap ratio is
low. When the buffer radius is 900 meters, the results of the
equal division method and the *iessen polygon method do
not outperform that of the naive method. It implies that for
cities with densely distributed urban rail transit stations, the
equal division method and *iessen polygon method can
generate better results.

5.3. Comparison ofWeightingMethodsBased onTwoDistance
Decay Functions. Figure 10 and 11 show the adjusted R2 of
weighting methods based on the linear distance decay
function (0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1) and the nonlinear dis-
tance decay function (0.8, 0.3, 0.1, 0, and 0) using linear
regression and negative binomial regression, respectively.
*e line in the figure is the average adjusted R2 of ordinary
circular buffer without applying weighting, which we called
naı̈ve method.

*e trends in Figure 10 and Figure 11 are basically the
same. In general, the results of the first weighting method are
better than that of the second weighting method in most
cases, although the difference is marginal. *ere is a little
difference between the results of the first weighting method
and the ordinary circular buffer, which shows that the
distance decay function could barely improve the model
result.

5.4. Comparison of 1ree Models. *e average values of
adjusted R2 for different buffer sizes are shown in Figure 12.
From the figure, we find that the model results of New York

Table 2: *e weights of each buffer bands.

Buffer bands (meters) Within 300 300–600 600–900 900–1200 1200–1500
Linear distance decay function 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
Nonlinear distance decay function 0.8 0.3 0.1 0 0
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Table 3: Comparison of the results of three models of 900m *iessen Polygon buffer area in New York.

Independent variables Model 1 (linear) Model 2 (log linear) Model 3 (negative binomial)
POP 110∗∗∗ 0.00001933∗∗∗ 0.00001864∗∗∗
EMP 204.3∗∗∗ 0.000003588∗∗∗ 0.000003981∗∗∗
AUT 1.220·

RLOW 9242000∗
ELOW 2131000·

ROAD 21.74· 26.26∗
DIST −97.69∗∗ −0.00003684∗∗∗ −0.00003926∗∗∗
BR 2869000∗∗∗ 0.09062∗∗∗ 0.009683∗∗∗
LN 1096000∗∗∗ 0.2235∗∗∗ 0.2423∗∗∗
TRANS 4852000∗∗∗ 0.5866∗∗∗ 0.44∗∗∗
TERM 1339000 0.6746∗∗∗ 0.6436∗∗∗
Adjusted R2 0.6592 0.6418 0.73836
Note: ·p< 0.1; ∗ is p< 0.05; ∗∗ is p< 0.01; ∗∗∗ is p< 0.001.
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and San Francisco Bay Area have similar pattern: the
negative binomial regression model has the best perfor-
mance while the linear regression model is the worst.
However, the differences in goodness-of-fit of the three
models are not significant. *e model results of Chicago and
Boston have similar pattern: linear regression has the best
performance while negative binomial regression is the worst.
Again, the differences in goodness-of-fit of the three models
are not significant. But for Philadelphia, the log-linear model
has much worse performance than the other two models.
*is could be due to that in Philadelphia; the ridership of
some stations is extremely high (above 20,000) while that of
other stations is usually low (below 3,000), which could be
observed from Figure 3.

*e average values of MAPE for different buffer sizes are
shown in Figure 13. We find that the MAPE of log-linear
regression is smaller than that of the other two regression

models. *erefore, the log-linear regression model could
substantially improve the prediction accuracy.

In addition, the detailed results of different models and
methods of the five cities are shown in the Tables 5–15.*ese
tables present the same pattern and information.

6. Discussion

*is article discusses a series of issues concerning the
treatment of the catchment area when studying of the impact
of the built environment on urban rail transit.

First of all, we studied the effect of buffer size on the
station level demandmodeling results.*e results show that,
overall, the optimal buffer size varies across the five cities.
*e impact of buffer size on the goodness-of-fit of the model
is trivial, which is consistent with the conclusions of previous
studies [15, 32].*is contrasts with the study of Jun et al. [21]

Table 4: Overlap ratio of buffer area in each city.

Cities Buffer radius (m) Overlap ratio

Chicago
300 0.0713
900 0.309
1500 0.536

New York
300 0.538
900 0.539
1500 0.764

*e Bay Area
300 0
900 0.042
1500 0.102

Philadelphia
300 0.0329
900 0.105
1500 0.273

Boston
300 0.236
900 0.571
1500 0.729
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Table 5: Table of the adjusted R2 of linear regression model in five cities.

Cities Overlapping area processing method
Different scale of station catchment area (m)

300 600 900 1200 1500

Chicago
Circular buffer 0.4593 0.4663 0.4807 0.4951 0.4865

*iessen polygon 0.472 0.4547 0.448 0.4493 0.4495
Equal division 0.4518 0.4835 0.521 0.5234 0.5234

New York
Circular buffer 0.5598 0.5758 0.5776 0.5844 0.5862

*iessen polygon 0.6116 0.656 0.6592 0.6595 0.6612
Equal division 0.6114 0.6128 0.6608 0.6391 0.6268

*e Bay Area
Circular buffer 0.5881 0.7151 0.7442 0.7495 0.7812

*iessen polygon 0.5881 0.7018 0.6914 0.713 0.7135
Equal division 0.5881 0.5553 0.5897 0.6 0.6174

Philadelphia
Circular buffer 0.9177 0.9291 0.9244 0.914 0.9172

*iessen polygon 0.9172 0.9264 0.9284 0.9206 0.9174
Equal division 0.9174 0.9251 0.9257 0.8996 0.8816

Boston
Circular buffer 0.4986 0.5298 0.526 0.5238 0.5002

*iessen polygon 0.5146 0.5748 0.5936 0.5866 0.4804
Equal division 0.5138 0.6112 0.6466 0.6613 0.665

Table 6: Table of the adjusted R2 of log-linear regression model in five cities.

Cities Overlapping area processing method
Different scale of station catchment area

300 600 900 1200 1500

Chicago
Circular buffer 0.444 0.4531 0.4463 0.4587 0.4525

*iessen polygon 0.4812 0.4495 0.4542 0.4612 0.461
Equal division 0.444 0.4702 0.4816 0.5042 0.5106

New York
Circular buffer 0.633 0.6467 0.6418 0.6243 0.6222

*iessen polygon 0.6356 0.6874 0.6972 0.6913 0.685
Equal division 0.6441 0.6459 0.6985 0.6868 0.6732

*e Bay Area
Circular buffer 0.6181 0.6784 0.6744 0.6885 0.7148

*iessen polygon 0.6181 0.6816 0.6699 0.7157 0.7311
Equal division 0.592 0.6497 0.6706 0.7057 0.7344

Philadelphia
Circular buffer 0.3028 0.3124 0.3189 0.3355 0.3484

*iessen polygon 0.3006 0.3173 0.2952 0.2989 0.3101
Equal division 0.3013 0.3077 0.3027 0.3164 0.3316

Boston
Circular buffer 0.3914 0.4117 0.418 0.412 0.4037

*iessen polygon 0.4656 0.546 0.5555 0.5428 0.4637
Equal division 0.4654 0.5534 0.5533 0.5387 0.5399
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Table 7: Table of the adjusted R2 of negative binomial regression model in five cities.

Cities Overlapping area processing method
Different scale of station catchment area

300 600 900 1200 1500

Chicago
Circular buffer 0.4239 0.4357 0.4206 0.4258 0.4281

*iessen polygon 0.4675 0.4265 0.4106 0.4233 0.4421
Equal division 0.4239 0.4563 0.4617 0.4851 0.5027

New York
Circular buffer 0.6842 0.6945 0.6919 0.6781 0.6787

*iessen polygon 0.6891 0.7297 0.7384 0.7358 0.7321
Equal division 0.6958 0.6983 0.7402 0.7304 0.7205

*e Bay Area
Circular buffer 0.6565 0.7318 0.7272 0.7425 0.7597

*iessen polygon 0.6565 0.7343 0.7336 0.7616 0.7761
Equal division 0.6327 0.7224 0.7450 0.7702 0.7849

Philadelphia
Circular buffer 0.6249 0.6298 0.6371 0.6384 0.6424

*iessen polygon 0.6261 0.6343 0.6277 0.6270 0.6252
Equal division 0.6250 0.6278 0.6324 0.6299 0.6282

Boston
Circular buffer 0.3297 0.3533 0.3423 0.3380 0.3232

*iessen polygon 0.3606 0.4971 0.5089 0.4868 0.3850
Equal division 0.3698 0.5180 0.5031 0.4910 0.4902

Table 8: Table of the MAPE of linear regression model in five cities.

Cities Overlapping area processing method
Different scale of station catchment area

300 600 900 1200 1500

Chicago
Circular buffer 59.3354 62.7474 60.3440 60.9660 61.0746

*iessen polygon 57.9248 57.4009 56.7382 57.2780 58.2991
Equal division 59.3354 58.6506 55.6506 53.7948 56.3630

New York
Circular buffer 87.3059 84.7205 98.7732 82.9525 87.3304

*iessen polygon 80.1300 73.3991 72.7713 73.9423 73.6352
Equal division 80.7813 78.9289 74.7230 74.8261 75.3502

*e Bay Area
Circular buffer 49.1272 43.7829 41.9110 42.1634 40.9523

*iessen polygon 49.1272 43.6740 43.0613 41.3585 42.3117
Equal division 46.5880 44.2976 44.2338 40.3771 43.8683

Philadelphia
Circular buffer 242.6527 241.0024 245.1476 253.3909 243.5712

*iessen polygon 240.9156 244.1579 234.3286 243.7437 252.7964
Equal division 244.9216 236.2143 236.2295 242.2183 253.8006

Boston
Circular buffer 207.5354 210.7967 199.2151 192.1820 218.8120

*iessen polygon 176.2811 136.4003 123.7555 121.5683 185.1763
Equal division 174.0910 138.2898 120.0253 132.2523 139.3389

Table 9: Table of the MAPE of log-linear regression model in five cities.

Cities Overlapping area processing method
Different scale of station coverage area

300 600 900 1200 1500

Chicago
Circular buffer 49.3347 48.6815 49.1823 47.7469 48.5808

*iessen polygon 46.7290 48.3344 47.8253 47.5446 47.9743
Equal division 49.3347 46.9591 46.9014 45.6059 45.7798

New York
Circular buffer 56.6489 54.9179 55.8463 58.1294 58.2618

*iessen polygon 56.6264 50.2914 49.2053 50.6390 51.9403
Equal division 55.6161 55.2312 49.4805 51.4516 53.0430

*e Bay Area
Circular buffer 33.5826 31.1306 29.6502 29.1024 28.5746

*iessen polygon 33.5826 30.9068 29.6526 26.2521 26.1755
Equal division 34.5532 31.4279 28.8800 26.5521 24.5883

Philadelphia
Circular buffer 110.1204 110.6219 109.0140 105.1705 102.3903

*iessen polygon 110.3205 110.0651 116.4305 112.5083 111.0246
Equal division 110.6485 110.6135 110.8519 104.2393 101.0912

Boston
Circular buffers 124.3840 124.6025 119.9752 121.5094 118.7263

*iessen polygons 107.4535 100.4450 97.1663 99.7657 112.3053
Equal division 110.1274 101.2467 99.0088 137.9086 101.5126
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Table 10: Table of the MAPE of negative binomial regression model in five cities.

Cities Overlapping area processing method
Different scale of station coverage area

300 600 900 1200 1500

Chicago
Circular buffer 60.2395 60.0153 59.7718 59.1654 59.4408

*iessen polygon 55.8666 58.6037 58.8518 57.7574 56.6678
Equal division 60.2395 56.8181 55.6457 54.9363 54.5868

New York
Circular buffer 67.2227 65.1532 65.8917 68.7627 68.9214

*iessen polygon 67.7463 59.1156 57.6264 58.5905 59.9640
Equal division 65.3781 64.9620 57.4910 59.3433 61.4158

*e Bay Area
Circular buffer 35.7457 30.6730 30.7131 28.9727 27.6419

*iessen polygon 35.7439 30.4688 30.2556 27.8836 26.9374
Equal division 38.2694 32.0858 29.6762 27.4430 26.4143

Philadelphia
Circular buffer 166.1193 161.2752 164.6414 167.9242 157.7943

*iessen polygon 165.1357 155.3344 169.5743 170.6572 165.6670
Equal division 167.0274 160.9760 163.5276 171.4166 157.6668

Boston
Circular buffer 216.3016 204.5145 201.4464 208.7779 210.0852

*iessen polygon 190.7709 151.9787 147.7061 150.9345 188.6276
Equal division 188.4703 148.6984 147.1659 149.9097 149.0657

Table 11: Table of the AIC of linear regression model in five cities.

Cities Overlapping area processing method
Different scale of station coverage area

300 600 900 1200 1500

Chicago
Circular buffer 3231.378 3228.641 3225.807 3221.918 3224.244

*iessen polygon 3227.165 3230.671 3231.407 3232.981 3232.914
Equal division 3231.378 3224.135 3212.784 3210.474 3211.014

New York
Circular buffer 13856.92 13841.42 13872.66 13862.94 13862.1

*iessen polygon 13835.49 13754.58 13782.49 13781.24 13779.09
Equal division 13802.9 13802.38 13778.17 13802.37 13816.25

*e Bay Area
Circular buffer 850.5072 853.13 866.2529 864.4098 859.3719

*iessen polygon 850.5072 855.0916 873.5956 873.8877 873.8073
Equal division 874.9724 871.3962 887.0369 886.8093 884.8475

Philadelphia
Circular buffer 2307.643 2300.317 2293.576 2328.19 2383.03

*iessen polygon 2323.598 2263.626 2302.602 2333.496 2323.215
Equal division 2308.218 2308.205 2293.92 2349.508 2435.937

Boston
Circular buffer 2763.496 2758.059 2775.692 2757.695 2696.676

*iessen polygon 2758.772 2704.434 2733.374 2736.769 2769.475
Equal division 2759.085 2729.015 2734.338 2729.185 2727.58

Table 12: Table of the AIC of log-linear regression model in five cities.

Cities Overlapping area processing method
Different scale of station coverage area

300 600 900 1200 1500

Chicago
Circular buffer 250.6383 247.4418 248.1906 245.0762 246.6521

*iessen polygon 241.0942 246.4564 245.2638 242.5166 243.5422
Equal division 250.6373 243.0476 238.1658 232.0186 231.1715

New York
Circular buffer 768.1533 752.213 759.7766 779.8623 782.1736

*iessen polygon 766.064 703.8898 692.1555 699.2817 707.8272
Equal division 755.3079 754.2008 688.3685 704.3803 721.2337

*e Bay Area
Circular buffer 52.89483 47.65492 48.10873 45.32375 40.58694

*iessen polygon 52.89254 47.23284 48.70302 44.42008 41.23757
Equal division 55.33563 51.33887 49.41588 44.4601 41.42672

Philadelphia
Circular buffer 386.0091 385.7024 382.6974 380.8951 383.7017

*iessen polygon 388.2458 377.2787 389.3353 389.3171 385.3118
Equal division 386.3242 386.6803 387.0131 386.8765 389.3943

Boston
Circular buffer 429.2843 424.4346 424.7866 424.0389 416.1078

*iessen polygon 410.9113 382.3009 384.0156 388.025 409.8976
Equal division 410.7349 385.0343 387.6508 393.2093 393.7696
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that recommends 600meters as the radius of the pedestrian
catchment area for a compact city like Seoul.We find that for
a compact city, such as New York, the size of the buffer still
does not have a significant impact on the model results.

Regarding the processing method for the overlapping
buffer area, we find that, for cities with densely distributed

urban rail transit stations, the equal division method and
*iessen polygon method can generate better results. *ere
have not been any studies that apply the equal division
method, but *iessen polygons have been used by some
researchers. For example, Li et al. [22] and Sun et al. [12]
used *iessen polygons to deal with the overlapping area of

Table 13: Table of the AIC of negative binomial regression model in five cities.

Cities Overlapping area processing method
Different scale of station coverage area

300 600 900 1200 1500

Chicago
Circular buffer 3146.3 3143.3 3147.1 3145.8 3145.2

*iessen polygon 3134.9 3145.7 3149.6 3146.4 3141.7
Equal division 3146.3 3137.9 3136.5 3130.1 3125.1

New York
Circular buffer 13026 13012 13045 13065 13067

*iessen polygon 13049 12958 12974 12978 12984
Equal division 13010 13006 12971 12987 13003

*e Bay Area
Circular buffer 804.72 811.67 830.1 827.51 824.44

*iessen polygon 804.72 811.25 829.04 824.09 821.28
Equal division 825.44 813.17 827.08 822.44 819.48

Philadelphia
Circular buffer 2048.6 2059.8 2043.1 2056.6 2110.2

*iessen polygon 2061.6 2018.7 2060.9 2075 2062
Equal division 2048.6 2060.6 2045.1 2060.2 2116.4

Boston
Circular buffer 2635.4 2629.6 2650.1 2634.4 2572.2

*iessen polygon 2625.9 2550.3 2582.8 2589.7 2618.4
Equal division 2625.5 2583.1 2605.3 2609.1 2609.3

Table 14: Table of the adjusted R2 of negative binomial regression model of two weighting methods in five cities.

Cities Two weighting methods
Different regression models

Linear Log linear Negative binomial

Chicago Method 1 0.4968 0.4712 0.449121
Method 2 0.488 0.4675 0.451145

New York Method 1 0.583 0.6348 0.685609
Method 2 0.573 0.6469 0.694079

*e Bay Area Method 1 0.715 0.681 0.732852
Method 2 0.662 0.6637 0.703755

Philadelphia Method 1 0.927 0.3461 0.644407
Method 2 0.926 0.321 0.633125

Boston Method 1 0.517 0.4208 0.347044
Method 2 0.512 0.4111 0.347405

Table 15: Table of the MAPE of negative binomial regression model of two weighting methods in five cities.

Cities Two weighting methods
Different regression models

Linear Log linear Negative binomial

Chicago Method 1 59.8006 47.0242 57.8561
Method 2 60.2017 47.7316 58.1439

New York Method 1 84.5480 56.6961 66.8878
Method 2 86.4682 54.9704 65.0345

*e Bay Area Method 1 42.0027 29.8307 30.3706
Method 2 44.35519 32.54356 32.3889

Philadelphia Method 1 244.0061 105.0997 156.9269
Method 2 233.2926 108.5531 161.4774

Boston Method 1 189.1325 119.4015 200.8356
Method 2 200.0674 122.9177 206.1862
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circular buffers. In the future, the equal division method
could also be used to deal with the overlapping buffer area.
For the distance decay weighting methods, the weighting
method based on linear distance decay function is better
than that based on nonlinear distance decay function, al-
though the difference is marginal. *e result of applying
weighting to buffer bands is similar with that without
weighting, which is contradictory to the conclusion of
Gutiérrez et al. [13].

Regarding regression models, when the comparison is
made based on R2, the three models have similar perfor-
mance. Only for the city of Philadelphia, the log linear model
has a much lower R2, which may be because the ridership of
Philadelphia has much higher variation. When the com-
parison is made based onMAPE, the log linear model has the
best performance for all the five cities. It indicates that log
linear model has higher prediction power than the other two
models and that we could obtain different results by using
different measures. *is also contrasts with the results of
Wang et al. [42].

7. Conclusions

*is study evaluates the effects of different buffer sizes,
treatments of overlapping buffer area, and regressionmodels
on the direct ridership modeling results. To compare the
performance of all the models and methods, we conducted
extensive experiments using the data of five major cities in
the U.S. First, the model results of different buffer sizes (300
meters, 600 meters, 900 meters, 1200 meters, and 1500
meters) are compared. We find that different buffer sizes do
not have a great impact on models’ goodness-of-fit and
prediction accuracy. Secondly, we compared the model
results of the three methods to deal with the overlapping of
the catchment area, which are näıve method, *iessen
polygon method, and equal division method. *e results
show that, for cities with densely distributed stations and
high buffer overlapping ratio, the equal division method is
better than *iessen polygon method, and both outperform
the naı̈ve method. However, for cities with more scattered
stations and low buffer overlapping ratio, the three methods
have comparable performance. *irdly, we perform
weighted regression by applying weights to the variables in
the circular buffer band of within 300 meters, 300–600
meters, 600–900 meters, 900–1200 meters, and 1200–1500
meters using two simplified weighting methods. *e results
show that the weighting method of 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1
produces better results than the method of 0.8, 0.3, 0.1,0, and
0. However, the weighted regression does not improve the
goodness-of-fit much. Finally, three regression models, linear
regression, log-linear regression, and negative binomial re-
gression were constructed and their results are compared.
Based on the adjusted R-square and MAPE values of the
models, we find that the goodness-of-fits of these three
models are all satisfactory for all cities except for Philadelphia.
*e differences of values are within 20%, and the log-linear
regression model results in high prediction accuracy.

*ere are also some limitations of this study. First, the
range of the buffer size is between 300 meters and 1500

meters, which comes from the previous studies [13, 15, 21,
32]. *e interval of 300 meters is used, which we believe
should be small enough to study the optimal buffer size,
especially considering the inaccuracy caused by extracting
data from the CBG. But a smaller interval, such as 100meters
used by Gutiérrez et al. [13], could generate more detailed
results. *is is one of the limitations of this study and could
be further explored in the future. Secondly, only the linear
relationship between ridership and built environment var-
iables is considered. In the future, we will consider the
nonlinear relationship between the independent variables
and the dependent variable and use machine learning tools
to build nonlinear models.
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